
Genetics in Plants Marking Scheme  Total: 60 marks 

 

(i)  
Manipulation of DNA of an organism to introduce or eliminate a gene 2 
(ii)  
Increased resistance to pests or diseases/ Higher yield/ altered taste 2 
(iii)  
Trangenesis: DNA is introduced from an unrelated organism 
Cisgenesis: DNA is introduced from a related organism 

2(3) 

(iv)  
Any three: DNA is extracted from the source organism/ The desired gene is 
cut from the DNA/ Target DNA is cut/ The new gene is joined to the target 
DNA/ Tissue culture is used to grow cells with modified DNA/ These cells 
grow into new plants that have the DNA to produce proteins to fight a disease 

3(3) 

(v)  
Any three: AVR proteins are produced by pathogens/ Transcription/ RNA is 
produced using the R-gene as a template/ Translation/ The RNA is read by a 
ribosome/ amino acids are combined in the ribosome/ The chain of amino 
acids is folded into the correct shape/ the R-protein can protect the plant from 
the pathogens 

3(3) 

(vi)  
Any two: Pushing the boundaries of the natural “essence” of an organism/ 
Potential health concerns/ High cost/ Small farm bankruptcies/ Superweeds/ 
Environmental impact from gene transfer 

2(3) 

(vii)  
Any two: 
Application: Increased resistance to pests or diseases/ Higher yield/ altered 
taste 
Any one corresponding one of the two given applications 
Explanation: R-genes are introduced in response to AVR proteins/ genes 
surrounding growth are altered/ e.g. Fatty acid profile in maize is modified 

3(3) 

(viii)  
Performance testing: Plant traits are compared with other plants grown in 
similar conditions 
Progeny testing: Offspring of plants are compared with the offspring of other 
plants grown in similar conditions 

2(2) 

(ix)  
Any three: A mutation occurs/ plant becomes resistant to herbicide/ plant is 
more likely to survive/ more likely to reproduce/ more likely to pass the trait on 
to offspring/ trait becomes more common in the population 

3(2) 

(x)  
Cereals: Relative yield/ straw height/ Resistance to lodging/ Straw breakdown/ 
Earliness of ripening/ Resistance to diseases/ Quality (or given feature) 
Grass: Heading date/ grass cover/ quality/ season of growth/ yield/ palatability 
Other suitable examples accepted 

1 + 
3(2) 

 


